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We propose a derivation of the fluctuating lattice Boltzmann equation that is consistent with both equilibrium statistical mechanics and fluctuating hydrodynamics. The formalism is based on a generalized lattice-gas
model, with each velocity direction occupied by many particles. We show that the most probable state of this
model corresponds to the usual equilibrium distribution of the lattice Boltzmann equation. Thermal fluctuations
about this equilibrium are controlled by the mean number of particles at a lattice site. Stochastic collision rules
are described by a Monte Carlo process satisfying detailed balance. This allows for a straightforward derivation
of discrete Langevin equations for the fluctuating modes. It is shown that all nonconserved modes should be
thermalized, as first pointed out by Adhikari et al. 关Europhys. Lett. 71, 473 共2005兲兴; any other choice violates
the condition of detailed balance. A Chapman-Enskog analysis is used to derive the equations of fluctuating
hydrodynamics on large length and time scales; the level of fluctuations is shown to be thermodynamically
consistent with the equation of state of an isothermal, ideal gas. We believe this formalism will be useful in
developing new algorithms for thermal and multiphase flows.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.76.036704
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I. INTRODUCTION

The collisions conserve mass and momentum, hence

Lattice Boltzmann 共LB兲 methods 关1,2兴 have become a
popular tool for simulating hydrodynamics, particularly in
complex geometries. The underlying model is a regular lattice of sites rជ, combined with a small set of velocity vectors
cជ i, which, within one time step h, connect a given site with
some of its neighbors. The set of velocities is chosen to be
compatible with the symmetry of the lattice. The basic dynamical variables are real-valued populations ni; in the
present paper, we will consider ni as the mass density associated with the velocity cជ i. The LB algorithm is then described by the update rule
ni共rជ + cជ ih,t + h兲 = n쐓i 共rជ,t兲 = ni共rជ,t兲 + ⌬i兵ni共rជ,t兲其,

共1兲

where 兵ni其 denotes the complete set of populations. The
兵ni共rជ , t兲其 at each site are first rearranged in a “collision” step,
described by ⌬i, and then propagated along their respective
links. The hydrodynamic fields, mass density

共rជ,t兲 = 兺 ni共rជ,t兲,

共3兲

i

are moments of the discrete velocity distribution ni共rជ , t兲,
while the fluid velocity is given by
uជ 共rជ,t兲 = ជj 共rជ,t兲/共rជ,t兲.
1539-3755/2007/76共3兲/036704共10兲

冉

共2兲

and momentum density

共4兲

共5兲

The algorithm thus satisfies important requirements for simulating hydrodynamic flows—mass and momentum conservation, and locality—but lacks Galilean invariance due to the
finite number of velocities. Full rotational symmetry is also
lost, but by a suitable choice of velocity set, isotropic momentum transport can be recovered on sufficiently large 共hydrodynamic兲 length scales. Nevertheless, the finite number of
velocities always confines the method to flows with small
Mach number u / cs  1. The speed of sound cs is of order
b / h, where b is the lattice spacing, or of order 兩cជ i兩.
Most of the LB literature deals with deterministic collision rules, with ⌬i describing a linear relaxation of the distribution 兵ni其 toward the local equilibrium 关3,4兴:

ជ 兲 =  a ci 1 +
neq
i 共,u

i

ជj共rជ,t兲 = 兺 ni共rជ,t兲cជ i

兺i ⌬i = 兺i ⌬icជi = 0.

uជ · cជ i
cs2

+

共uជ · cជ i兲2
2cs4

−

冊

u2
,
2cs2

共6兲

where aci ⬎ 0 is the weight associated with the speed 兩cជ i兩. The
viscosity of the LB fluid is determined by the choice of relaxation rates.
However, to simulate Brownian motion of suspended particles, thermal fluctuations must be included. At the hydrodynamic level, this means adding uncorrelated noise to the
fluid stress tensor 关5兴. In Refs. 关6–8兴 an analogous fluctuating LB model was introduced by making ⌬i a stochastic
variable, but in such a way that the noise was only applied to
the modes 共linear combinations of 兵ni其兲 related to the viscous
stress tensor
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neq
⌸␣␤
= 兺 nneq
i c i␣c i␤;

共7兲

i

here ␣ and ␤ denote Cartesian components and nneq
i = ni
− neq
is
the
nonequilibrium
distribution.
Although
this
procei
dure is correct in the hydrodynamic limit 关7,9兴, it provides
poor thermalization on smaller length scales, as was first
observed by Adhikari et al. 关10兴. They introduced a thermalization procedure which applies to all nonconserved modes,
with significantly improved numerical behavior at short
scales 关10兴. The procedure was derived by considering a
fluctuating LB model, making explicit use of the transformation between the populations 兵ni其 and the modes 关11兴.
The purpose of the present paper is to rederive the stochastic updating rule of Ref. 关10兴 from a generalized latticegas model. The difference in our formulation lies in the introduction of an ensemble of population densities at each
grid point, so that a fluctuating LB simulation is a single
realization of this ensemble. There follows naturally a probability distribution, P共兵ni其兲, for the set of populations 兵ni其 at
a position rជ and time t. The equilibrium distribution at a
single site can be derived by maximizing P subject to the
constraints of fixed mass and momentum densities,  and ជj .
This distribution agrees with the standard equilibrium distribution for LB models 关Eq. 共6兲兴 up to terms of order u2. A
similar procedure has been followed in deriving H-theorems
for LB models 关12–14兴, but these papers were not concerned
with fluctuations.
A coarse-graining of the microscopic collision operator
leads to a Langevin description for the nonconserved degrees
of freedom. However, these stochastic collisions may also be
viewed as a Monte Carlo process 关15兴, satisfying the principle of detailed balance governed by P共兵ni其兲. The procedure
of Refs. 关7,9兴 can be shown to violate detailed balance, while
the improved version of Ref. 关10兴 satisfies it.
In summary, our goal is to reconnect the lattice Boltzmann equation with its lattice gas origins, and thus to establish a firm statistical mechanical foundation for stochastic
LB simulations, in addition to the usual connection to fluctuating hydrodynamics 关7,10兴. We believe this provides a
comparable theoretical framework to that already available
for other stochastic simulation methods, such as dissipative
particle dynamics 关16兴 and stochastic rotation dynamics 关17兴.
This formulation also offers the possibility for future modifications and generalizations, for example, to thermal flows
关18兴, models with nonideal equations of state 关19,20兴, or
multicomponent mixtures 关21兴.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the underlying lattice-gas model, derive the probability distribution P共兵ni其兲, and show that the most probable value for
兵ni其 is equivalent to Eq. 共6兲. In Sec. III we consider small
fluctuations around the equilibrium distribution. We show
they are approximately Gaussian distributed, with the level
of thermal fluctuations governed by the degree of coarse
graining: a given amount of mass on a lattice site can be
distributed between many particles, in which case the fluctuations are small, or between few, in which case they are
large. In this way we can adjust the level of fluctuations
while keeping the temperature fixed. In Sec. IV we construct

a stochastic collision operator such that detailed balance is
satisfied. From this, we derive the random stresses at an individual site. In Sec. V we apply the Chapman-Enskog procedure 关9兴 to the algorithm in order to find the behavior on
the hydrodynamic scale; the deterministic and stochastic
terms are here treated on an equal basis 关22兴. We then find
that, on the macroscopic scale, the procedure yields exactly
the stress correlations given by Landau and Lifshitz 关5兴. Section VI discusses how to choose parameters for a coupled
particle-fluid system. Section VII summarizes our conclusions.
II. SINGLE-SITE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Historically, the lattice-Boltzmann model 关3,23兴 was developed from earlier work on lattice-gas 共LG兲 models
关24,25兴, in which each velocity direction was occupied by at
most one particle. Here, we imagine a generalized lattice-gas
model 共GLG兲 where each velocity direction can be occupied
by many particles. Each particle has the same mass, but different velocity directions may have different mean populations, even in a fluid at rest. The microscopic state of the
system at any given site is specified by a set of integers 兵i其
giving the occupancies of each direction. Then the update of
the GLG is analogous to the standard LG or LB models, but
with i an integer as opposed to a Boolean or real variable:
˜ 兵 共rជ,t兲其,
i共rជ + cជ ih,t + h兲 = 쐓i 共rជ,t兲 = i共rជ,t兲 + ⌬
i i

共8兲

˜ operates on 兵 其 to compute the change in populawhere ⌬
i
i
tion 쐓i − i. While collisions may be both deterministic and
microscopically reversible, we shall assume only that the
collision operator satisfies detailed balance.
Without considering the collision rules in detail, we construct an equilibrium distribution from the following thought
experiment. Consider a velocity direction, i, at a particular
site, rជ. Particles are drawn randomly from a large reservoir
and assigned to the site rជ with velocity cជ i; the number of
particles in the reservoir is assumed to be much larger than
the number of particles selected, i共rជ兲. Under these circumstances i共rជ兲 follows a Poisson distribution,
P共i兲 =

¯ii

 i!

e−¯i ,

共9兲

with a mean number of particles ¯i, and a variance
具2i 典 − 具i典2 = ¯i .

共10兲

Let m p be the mass of a particle and  = m p / bd, where b is
the lattice spacing and d is the spatial dimension. Then ni
= i, and
具n2i 典 − 具ni典2 = 具ni典.

共11兲

The fluctuations in mass density at a site are controlled by
the mass of an LB particle: small m p means that the mass is
distributed onto many particles, and therefore fluctuations
are small. For fixed m p,  共and therefore the level of fluctuations兲 becomes large as b decreases. This is natural, since
a fine spatial resolution means fewer particles per cell, and
larger fluctuations relative to the mean.
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If we now imagine sampling each velocity with an independent reservoir, but taking only those sets of populations
which produce specific values for the total mass and momentum, the probability density for the occupation numbers is
共except for normalization兲

兺i ac ci␣ci␤ = 2␦␣␤ ,

共22兲

兺i ac ci␣ci␤ci␥ = 0,

共23兲

P共兵i其兲 ⬀

冉兿 冊
¯ii

i

 i!

e−¯i ␦共 兺 i − 兲␦共 兺 icជ i − ជj 兲.
i

i

共12兲
Using Stirling’s approximation for i  1, we can write the
distribution in terms of the entropy associated with the occupation numbers,
S共兵i其兲 = − 兺 共i ln i − i − i ln ¯i + ¯i兲,

i

i

where ␦␣␤ is the Kronecker delta, and 2 is a constant with
units 共b / h兲2.
A solution of the nonlinear equations 共16兲–共18兲 requires
an iterative numerical procedure, but it is more practical to
seek an approximate expression for the equilibrium distribution in the limit that ជ ជj · cជ i is small 关14兴. To second order in
ជ ជj, the mass and momentum constraints yield:

共13兲

¯e

i

and the constraints:
i

共14兲
The equilibrium distribution, eq
i , can be found by maximizing S, treating i as a continuous variable, and taking into
account the mass and momentum constraints via Lagrange
multipliers,  and ជ ជj, respectively:

S
+  + ជ ជj · cជ i = 0,
i

共15兲

 兺 i −  = 0,

共16兲

i

 兺 icជ i − ជj = 0.

共17兲

i

It should be noted that this procedure is closely related to the
determination of an entropy function for the LB equation
关13兴. Equation 共15兲 can be solved to give the equilibrium
populations in terms of the Lagrange multipliers,

eq
i exp共 + ជ ជj · cជ i兲,
i =¯

冉

2

1+

2ជj
2

冊

= ,

共24兲

¯e2ជ ជj = uជ .

P共兵i其兲 ⬀ exp关S共兵i其兲兴␦共 兺 i − 兲␦共 兺 icជ i − ជj 兲.
i



共18兲

共25兲

Inserting these results into Eq. 共18兲, we find the equilibrium
distribution can be written in the form of Eq. 共6兲,

冉

ci
1+
neq
i = a

冊

uជ · cជ i 共uជ · cជ i兲2 u2
+
−
.
2
22
222

共26兲

For the sake of completeness, we now briefly mention the
procedure 关4,9兴 to determine the weights aci such that the LB
model is consistent with hydrodynamics. This requires that
the second moment of the equilibrium distribution,
eq
⌸␣␤
= 兺 neq
i c i␣c i␤ ,

共27兲

i

should equal the Euler stress p␦␣␤ + u␣u␤, with the pressure
given by the ideal gas equation of state, p = kBT / m p, where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature.
For an isothermal gas of particles of mass m p, kBT = m pcs2,
and therefore the equation of state is also given by p = cs2,
with cs the speed of sound.
eq
we require the fourth moment of 兵aci其,
To evaluate ⌸␣␤
which from cubic symmetry must be of the form

兺i ac ci␣ci␤ci␥ci␦ = 4␦␣␤␥␦ + 4共␦␣␤␦␥␦ + ␦␣␥␦␤␦ + ␦␣␦␦␤␥兲,
i

which are then determined from the constraints, Eqs. 共16兲
and 共17兲, substituting eq
i for i.
The mean populations in the absence of constraints, 兵¯i其,
can be expressed in terms of the mean number of particles at
a site,

where ␦␣␤␥␦ is unity if all four indexes are the same and zero
otherwise; 4 and 4 have units of 共b / h兲4. Consistency between Eq. 共27兲 and the Euler stress requires that

¯i = ¯aci ,

2 = cs2 = kBT/m p ,

共29兲

4 = 22 ,

共30兲

4 = 0.

共31兲

共28兲

共19兲

where ¯ = 兺i¯i. The symmetry of the lattice constrains the
weights, aci, to be dependent on the speed of the particle, but
not its direction. Thus for a lattice with cubic symmetry,

兺i a

ci

= 1,

兺i ac ci␣ = 0,
i

共20兲
共21兲

These conditions, together with the normalization condition,
兺iaci = 1, determine the weights uniquely for a model with
three different speeds. For example, for the D3Q19 model
关4兴 共19 velocities on a three-dimensional simple cubic lattice兲, a0 = 1 / 3 for the stationary particles, a1 = 1 / 18 for the
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six nearest-neighbor directions, and a冑2 = 1 / 36 for the 12
next-nearest-neighbor directions: the sound speed is then cs2
= 共1 / 3兲共b / h兲2. In the D2Q9 model 关4兴 共nine velocities on a
two-dimensional square lattice兲 the weights are a0 = 4 / 9, a1
= 1 / 9, and a冑2 = 1 / 36; the sound speed is again cs2 = 共1 / 3兲
⫻共b / h兲2.
III. SINGLE-SITE FLUCTUATIONS

We now consider the distribution of small fluctuations in
the mass densities associated with each velocity direction,
eq
nneq
i = ni − ni . Using the results of the Appendix to incorporate the constraints, and converting from fluctuations in i to
fluctuations in ni,

冉

P共兵nneq
i 其兲 ⬀ exp − 兺
i

2
共nneq
i 兲

2neq
i

冊

xi = 兺 êkimk ,

where mk is the amplitude of the kth mode, and the basis
vectors satisfy the orthonormality conditions

兺i êkiêli = ␦kl .

êki =

i

共32兲

uជ →0

共33兲

The velocity dependence of the fluctuations in the GLG
model is a consequence of the broken Galilean invariance,
which is only entirely restored in the limit u → 0. However,
the approximation in Eq. 共33兲 makes no difference to the
macroscopic dynamics of the fluctuating LB model 关Eqs.
共82兲–共85兲兴, since the stress fluctuations are already secondorder in the Chapman-Enskog expansion.
We now introduce normalized fluctuations xi, via the definition
nneq
= 冑acixi ,
i

共34兲

and transform Eq. 共32兲 to the simplified expression

冉

P共兵xi其兲 ⬀ exp −

冊

mk = 兺 êkixi ,
i

共36兲

共39兲

共40兲

i

The hydrodynamic modes, mass density, momentum density, and stress, can be written in a model-independent form.
Explicitly,
ê0i = 冑aci

共41兲

for the mass mode, and
ê␣i =

冑

a ci
c i␣,
cs2

␣ = 1, . . . ,d

共42兲

for the momentum modes. Note that in our formalism m0 and
m␣ 共␣ = 1 , . . . , d兲 are zero.
In addition to the conserved modes, there are d共d + 1兲 / 2
viscous modes: one bulk mode, d − 1 shear modes involving
diagonal elements of the cជ icជ i tensor, and d共d − 1兲 / 2 offdiagonal elements. The bulk stress mode is given by
êd+1,i =

Equations 共6兲, 共34兲, and 共35兲 define the statistics of our fluctuating LB model. Equation 共35兲 is entirely consistent with
the proposed GLG model, within the approximation expressed in Eq. 共33兲.
The LB collision operator can be conveniently represented in terms of modes, which are linear combinations of
the mass densities, 兵ni其 关11兴, with basis vectors constructed
from orthogonal polynomials in the velocity set 兵cជ i其. There is
more than one possible choice for these basis vectors 关26兴,
and we use the “weighted” set 关10,26兴, for which only the
hydrodynamic modes 共mass density, momentum density, and
stress兲 have a projection on the equilibrium distribution. We
then write the nonequilibrium distribution as an orthonormal
transformation of the scaled variables, xi:

a ci
eki ,
wk

wk = 兺 acie2ki .

1
兺 x2 ␦共 兺i 冑acixi兲␦共 兺i 冑acicជixi兲.
2 i i
共35兲

冑

where wk is the length of the kth basis vector,

The variance in the fluctuations depends on direction, but,
is already a small quantity in comparison with neq
since nneq
i
i ,
we will approximate the variance by the low-velocity limit,
ci
lim neq
i = a .

共38兲

It should be noted that the basis vectors êki are different from
the eki defined in Ref. 关26兴, since there the transformation
was for unscaled variables, ni, rather than the scaled variables, xi, used here. The essential physics of the transformation is, however, unchanged; the present expressions are just
a reparametrization. The basis vectors êki are related to the
weighted basis vectors used in Ref. 关26兴:

ជ inneq
␦共 兺 nneq
i 兲␦共 兺 c
i 兲.
i

共37兲

k

1
cs2

冑

a ci 2
共cជ − dcs2兲,
2d i

共43兲

where orthogonality to the mass mode is assured by Schmidt
orthogonalization. There is a shear mode of the form
êd+2,i =

1
cs2

冑

a ci
共dc2 − cជ 2兲,
2d共d − 1兲 ix i

共44兲

and d − 2 shear modes of the form 共d ⬎ 2兲
êd+3,i =

冑aci
2cs2

共c2iy − ciz2 兲,

共45兲

together with additional modes formed by cyclic permutations of the Cartesian indexes. The d共d − 1兲 / 2 off-diagonal
shear stresses are of the form
ê2d+1,i =

冑aci
cs2

cixciy

together with cyclic permutations.
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TABLE I. Basis vectors of the D2Q9 model. Each row corresponds to a different basis vector, with the actual polynomial in ĉi␣
shown in the second column; the components of ĉi␣ = ci␣h / b are
normalized to unity. The orthonormal basis vectors êki can be obtained from the table using Eq. 共39兲, êki = 冑aci / wkeki: the normalizing factor for each basis vector is in the third column.
k

eki

wk

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
ĉix
ĉiy
3ĉ2i − 2
2ĉ2ix − ĉ2i
ĉixĉiy
共3ĉ2i − 4兲ĉix
共3ĉ2i − 4兲ĉiy
9ĉ4i − 15ĉ2i + 2

1
1/3
1/3
4
4/9
1/9
2/3
2/3
16

wk

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1
ĉix
ĉiy
ĉiz
2
ĉi − 1
3ĉ2ix − ĉ2i
ĉ2iy − ĉiz2
ĉixĉiy
ĉiyĉiz
ĉizĉix
共3ĉ2i − 5兲ĉix
共3ĉ2i − 5兲ĉiy
共3ĉ2i − 5兲ĉiz
共ĉ2iy − ĉiz2 兲ĉix
共ĉiz2 − ĉ2ix兲ĉiy
共ĉ2ix − ĉ2iy兲ĉiz
3ĉ4i − 6ĉ2i + 1
共2ĉ2i − 3兲共3ĉ2ix − ĉ2i 兲
共2ĉ2i − 3兲共ĉ2iy − ĉiz2 兲

1
1/3
1/3
1/3
2/3
4/3
4/9
1/9
1/9
1/9
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/9
2/9
2/9
2
4/3
4/9

1
兺 m2
2 k k

冊兿

冉

␦共mi兲 ⬀ exp −

iⱕd

冊

1
兺 m2 .
2 k⬎d k

There is no contribution to P from the conserved modes.
IV. STOCHASTIC COLLISIONS AS A MONTE CARLO
PROCESS

TABLE II. Basis vectors of the D3Q19 model. Each row corresponds to a different basis vector, with the actual polynomial in ĉi␣
shown in the second column; the components of ĉi␣ = ci␣h / b are
normalized to unity. The orthonormal basis vectors êki can be obtained from the table using Eq. 共39兲, êki = 冑aci / wkeki: the normalizing factor for each basis vector is in the third column.
eki

冉

P共兵mk其兲 ⬀ exp −

共47兲

All these vectors are mutually orthogonal. Further orthogonal vectors, whose span are the kinetic 共or “ghost”
关10兴兲 modes, may be constructed in terms of higher-order
polynomials of cជ i 关11兴; these are model dependent. Complete
sets of basis vectors 关26兴 for the D2Q9 and D3Q19 LB models 关4兴 are given in Tables I and II, respectively.

k

Equation 共35兲 can be rewritten using Eqs. 共37兲 and 共38兲 to
give the nonequilibrium probability distribution of the modes
m k,

In this section we construct a stochastic collision operator,
viewed as a Monte Carlo process, and consider the local
dynamics at the level of a single lattice site. In the next
section 共Sec. V兲 we will consider the global dynamics,
through a Chapman-Enskog expansion. A deterministic collision operator at the microscopic level is quite complicated
to construct, even for the simplest three-dimensional LG
models 关27兴, and cannot be easily extended to the larger
number of particles in Eq. 共8兲. Collision rules are much
easier to construct at the Boltzmann level 关3兴; the stochastic
update from precollision to postcollision populations, ni
→ n쐓i , is facilitated by making the transition between modes,
mk → m쐓k , since each degree of freedom is then independent.
Denoting a transition probability between the pre- and postcollision states of a particular mode m by 共m → m쐓兲, the
condition of detailed balance, governed by the distribution in
Eq. 共47兲, reads

共m → m쐓兲 exp共− m쐓2/2兲
=
.
共m쐓 → m兲 exp共− m2/2兲

共48兲

A simulation at the hydrodynamic level does not need to
satisfy this condition, and typically does not, but it is essential for a proper thermal equilibrium of the LB fluid.
There are many possible realizations of Eq. 共48兲: one
well-known example is the Metropolis method, involving a
trial move followed by a stochastic acceptance or rejection
step to enforce detailed balance. Here we consider the linear
relaxation model typically used in LB simulations, balanced
by Gaussian noise:
m쐓 = ␥m + r,

共49兲

where ␥ is related to an eigenvalue of the linearized collision
operator, ␥ = 1 +  共see Eq. 共8兲 of Ref. 关26兴兲, and r is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. The
dissipation parameter ␥ is restricted by the linear stability
limit, 兩␥兩 ⱕ 1, with the case ␥ ⬍ 0 corresponding to “overrelaxation”. Equation 共49兲 has the technical advantage of being rejection-free, and the conceptual advantage of enabling
an analytic calculation to be made at the Chapman-Enskog
level 共see Sec. V兲.
The parameter  must be adjusted to satisfy detailed balance, Eq. 共48兲, using the relation 关Eq. 共49兲兴 r = −1共m쐓
− ␥m兲. Since the transition probability for m → m쐓 is identical
to the probability for generating the value of r that gives m쐓
from m,
036704-5
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共m → m쐓兲 = 共22兲−1/2 exp关− 共m쐓 − ␥m兲2/22兴. 共50兲
There is a similar expression for the reverse transition, m쐓
→ m, with m쐓 and m interchanged. From Eq. 共48兲, we then
find that detailed balance is satisfied for

 = 共1 − ␥2兲1/2 .

共51兲

Thus the case ␥ = 1 corresponds to a conserved mode, while
␥ = 0 corresponds to m쐓 being entirely random, with no
memory of its previous value.
Each mode, mk, in the LB model is assigned its own relaxation rate ␥k, subject to the constraints of symmetry and
conservation laws; the conserved modes 共k ⱕ d兲 require that
␥k = 1. For the bulk stress we choose a value ␥b, and for the
共d + 2兲共d − 1兲 / 2 shear stresses a single value ␥s. In Refs.
关7,9,10兴 the kinetic modes were updated with ␥k = 0, but it is
possible to achieve more accurate boundary conditions with
a proper tuning of the kinetic eigenvalues 关26,28兴. Equation
共51兲 ensures that detailed balance is satisfied for all choices
of ␥k. A purely deterministic LB model is obtained by setting
k = 0 for all modes; physically, this corresponds to the limit
of m p → 0, or ¯i → ⬁.
The original derivation of the fluctuating LB model 关7,9兴
is obtained by setting ␥k = k = 0 for all the kinetic modes, but
choosing the variance of the stresses according to Eq. 共51兲.
The kinetic modes are projected out at every time step by
this collision rule, and 共mk → m쐓k = 0兲 = 1. However, there is
no route back to the precollisional state, 共m쐓k = 0 → mk兲 = 0,
and detailed balance 关Eq. 共48兲兴 is clearly violated. Nevertheless, this model still yields the correct fluctuating hydrodynamics in the limit of large length scales 关9兴, as is shown by
the analysis in Sec. V. Treating all the nonconserved modes
on an equal basis 关10兴 satisfies detailed balance on all scales,
and is entirely equivalent to Eqs. 共48兲–共51兲.
As a general rule, proper thermalization requires as many
random variables as there are degrees of freedom in the system 共not counting the conserved variables兲. However, in the
special case where ␥k = 0 for all kinetic modes, the deterministic LB model can be propagated forward in time from the
mass, momentum, and stress at each lattice site. Thus it is
tempting to conclude that in this instance only the stress
modes should be thermalized 关6–8兴, since the 兵ni其 play the
role of auxiliary variables. However, this is incorrect; if both
␥k = 0 and k = 0 for any mode, it is impossible to reconstruct
the reverse trajectory and the system will not reach thermal
equilibrium. The number of degrees of freedom is only welldefined, therefore, when all ␥k ⫽ 0. Situations where some
␥k = 0 should be treated as a limit of finite ␥k, and continuity
tells us that the number of random variables should be the
same.
The update rule in Eq. 共49兲, with ␥ ⬎ 0, is an exact solution of a continuous Langevin equation 关29,30兴,
d
m = − ⌫m + 
dt

共52兲

with 具共t兲典 = 0 and 具共t兲共t⬘兲典 = 2⌫␦共t − t⬘兲. Integrating Eq.
共52兲 from t = 0 to t = h 共i.e., one LB time step兲 gives Eq. 共49兲,
with ␥ = exp共−⌫h兲. The standard first-order Euler approxima-

tion to Eq. 共52兲 corresponds to ␥ = 1 − ⌫h, and is only valid
for small ⌫h. By contrast Eq. 共49兲 does not impose any restriction on the time step.
For the Chapman-Enskog analysis in Sec. V, we will need
the collisional update of the nonequilibrium stress tensor,
neq
= 兺inneq
⌸␣␤
i ci␣ci␤; the equilibrium part of the stress is unneq
changed by the collision process. We first decompose ⌸␣␤
into a multiple of the unit tensor 共bulk stress兲, and a traceless
part 共shear stresses兲, denoted by an overbar:
1 neq
neq
neq
= ⌸̄␣␤
+ ⌸␥␥
␦␣␤ ,
⌸␣␤
d

共53兲

where we have used the Einstein summation convention for
the Cartesian components. The change in the nonequilibrium
stress tensor at a lattice site, due to collisions, can be determined from Eqs. 共49兲 and 共51兲,
쐓neq
neq
+ R̄␣␤ ,
= ␥s⌸̄␣␤
⌸̄␣␤

共54兲

쐓neq
neq
⌸␣␣
= ␥b⌸␣␣
+ R␣␣ .

共55兲

The variables R␣␤ are Gaussian random variables with zero
mean; in addition R̄␣␤ is traceless. The covariance matrix
具R␣␤R␥␦典 is determined by the variances of the stochastic
stress modes. The calculation can be simplified by observing
that the matrix is a fourth rank tensor and is therefore isotropic by the symmetries of the LB model,
具R␣␤R␥␦典 = R1共␦␣␥␦␤␦ + ␦␣␦␦␤␥兲 + R2␦␣␤␦␥␦ .

共56兲

The unknown constants, R1 and R2, can be determined from
special cases. For example, in the D3Q19 model defined in
Table II,

冑 2
⌸neq
xy = cs m7 ,

共57兲

and therefore, from Eqs. 共49兲 and 共54兲,
具R2xy典 = cs4共1 − ␥s2兲 = R1 ,

共58兲

where the final equality follows from Eq. 共56兲. Similarly,
neq
冑 2
⌸neq
yy − ⌸zz = 2 cs m6 ,

共59兲

具共Ryy − Rzz兲2典 = 4cs4共1 − ␥s2兲 = 4R1 .

共60兲

and therefore
This result is consistent with Eq. 共56兲, which demonstrates
that the fluctuating stresses are indeed isotropic. Finally, the
fluctuations in the trace, R␣␣, are related to ␥b:
具R␣␣R␤␤典 = 6cs4共1 − ␥2b兲 = 6R1 + 9R2 .

共61兲

The general expression for the covariance in the random
stresses is
2
具R␣␤R␥␦典
= 共1 − ␥s2兲共␦␣␥␦␤␦ + ␦␣␦␦␤␥兲 + 共␥s2 − ␥2b兲␦␣␤␦␥␦ .
4
d
cs
共62兲
This covariance matrix is different from the global fluctuations in stress, which are superposed onto the hydrodynamic
modes 共Sec. V兲.
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V. CHAPMAN-ENSKOG EXPANSION

In order to determine the behavior on hydrodynamic
length and time scales, we apply the Chapman-Enskog
method to the stochastic dynamics of the fluctuating LB
model. We modify the derivation of Ref. 关9兴 to include thermal fluctuations: for an alternative procedure, see Ref. 关31兴.
Here, the expansion parameter  is used to separate the lattice scale, rជ, from the hydrodynamic scale, rជ1 = rជ. Thus ␣
= ␣1 , with the notation ␣ =  / r␣.
Since the collision operator is local in space and time, the
nonequilibrium distribution is also taken to be of order :
1
1
nneq
i = ni , with ni of order unity in the  expansion,
1
ni = neq
i + ni .

共63兲

We use the usual multiple time scale expansion 关32兴, t
= t1 + 2t2, to separate the convective 共t1兲 and diffusive 共t2兲
relaxation processes. The left-hand side of Eq. 共1兲 is expanded about 共rជ , t兲 in a Taylor series with respect to h: to first
order in ,
−1
共t1 + ci␣␣1 兲neq
i = h ⌬i .

1
eq
−1
t1 兺 neq
i eki + ␣ 兺 ni ci␣eki = h 兺 ⌬ieki .
i

h
neq
+ ci␣␣1 nneq
+ t1共t1 + ci␣␣1 兲neq
t2neq
i
i +  t1n i
i
2
h
+ ␤1 共t1 + ci␣␣1 兲neq
i ci␤ = 0,
2

共65兲

i

Note that we use the eki basis vectors here, in conjunction
neq
with 兵neq
i 其 and 兵ni 其, not the normalized basis vectors êki,
which are for the 兵xi其.
When applied to the conserved degrees of freedom, k
ⱕ d, Eq. 共65兲 leads to the inviscid fluid equations:

t1 + ␣1 j␣ = 0,

共66兲

t1 j␣ + ␤1 共cs2␦␣␤ + u␣u␤兲 = 0.

共67兲

t2 = 0.

+  u ␣u ␤兲 +

cs2共␣1 j␤

+

␤1 j␣

+

再

eq
⌸쐓xy − ⌸eq
xy = ␥s共⌸xy − ⌸xy 兲 + Rxy ,

共74兲

and from Eq. 共69兲
⌸쐓xy − ⌸xy = hcs2共1x uy + 1y ux兲.

共75兲

2 1
1
共1 − ␥s兲⌸neq
xy + hcs 共x u y +  y ux兲 = Rxy .

neq
=−
⌸␣␤

−

冉
冉

hcs2 1
2
␣u␤ + ␤1 u␣ − ␥1 u␥␦␣␤
1 − ␥s
d

冊

hcs2 2 1
 u␥␦␣␤ − Q␣␤ ,
1 − ␥b d ␥

冊

共77兲

where the random stress tensor on the macroscopic level is

共70兲

The equilibrium distribution contains polynomials in cជ i up to
second order, and is thus automatically orthogonal to the
kinetic modes, which are made up of third-order and fourth-

共76兲

In the general case, we again decompose the stress into its
trace and traceless parts,

共69兲

Thus, on the t1 time scale, the viscous stresses fluctuate
around a mean value that is slaved to the velocity gradient,
␣1 u␤ + ␤1 u␣.
The kinetic modes fluctuate around zero on the t1 time
scale, with at most a small correction of order u2:
m쐓k − mk = O共u2兲.

共73兲

where we can use Eq. 共69兲 to substitute the velocity gradients
쐓
− ⌸␣␤. This is the usual lattice correction to the visfor ⌸␣␤
cous momentum flux 关9兴. The kinetic modes make no contribution to the hydrodynamic variables,  and ជj , at long
times.
The nonequilibrium stress can be calculated by combining
the stress update rule, Eqs. 共54兲 and 共55兲, with Eq. 共69兲. For
example, from Eq. 共54兲,

共68兲

Evaluating the time derivatives in Eq. 共68兲 gives a simplified
expression for the nonequilibrium stress, apart from small
terms of order u3 关9兴,
쐓
⌸␣␤
− ⌸␣␤ = hcs2共␣1 u␤ + ␤1 u␣兲.

冎

1 쐓
neq
t2 j␣ + ␤1 ⌸␣␤
+ 共⌸␣␤
− ⌸␣␤兲 = 0,
2

Eliminating ⌸쐓xy from these two equations,

␥1 j␥␦␣␤兲

쐓
= h−1共⌸␣␤
− ⌸␣␤兲.

共72兲

The momentum equation can be written as

Similarly, for the stress modes, d ⬍ k ⱕ 共d2 + 3d兲 / 2, we find:

t1共cs2␦␣␤

共71兲

where the terms have been grouped to suggest the most expedient means of calculation. Since only the hydrodynamic
modes survive to the t2 time scale, we consider just the
modes up to k = d. It follows immediately from Eq. 共71兲 and
the conservations laws 关Eqs. 共66兲 and 共67兲兴 that the fluid is
incompressible on the t2 time scale,

共64兲

Multiplying this equation by one of the basis vectors and
summing over all the directions, we obtain the equations for
the dynamics of the fluctuating LB model on the t1 time
scale,
i

order polynomials in cជ i. Since the equilibrium distribution
has no projection on the kinetic modes, the time-derivative in
Eq. 共65兲 vanishes identically for k ⬎ 共d2 + 3d兲 / 2. However,
the gradient term in Eq. 共65兲 includes an additional factor of
cជ i: thus third-order polynomials survive, making small equilibrium contributions of order u2 to the dynamics.
At order 2, the Boltzmann equation is

Q␣␤ = −

1
1 1
R̄␣␤ −
␦␣␤R␥␥ .
1 − ␥s
1 − ␥b d

共78兲

Equation 共73兲 can now be rewritten in terms of the viscous
and fluctuating stresses
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冋

册

冉 冊

t2 j␣ = ␤1 Q␣␤ + ␤1 共␣1 u␤ + ␤1 u␣兲 +  −

2 1
 u␥␦␣␤ .
d ␥
共79兲

The deterministic part of the stress tensor has the desired
Newtonian form 关5兴, with the usual expressions 关9兴 for the
shear viscosity  and bulk viscosity :

=

hcs2 1 + ␥s
,
2 1 − ␥s

共80兲

=

hcs2 1 + ␥b
.
d 1 − ␥b

共81兲

Combining the momentum transport on the t1 and t2 time
scales we obtain the equations of fluctuating hydrodynamics
关5兴,

t + ␣共u␣兲 = 0,
t共u␣兲 + ␤共u␣u␤兲 + cs2␣

冋

共82兲


h
,
2 =
hcs b2ĉs2

共86兲


h
ˆ =
=
.
hcs2 b2ĉs2

共87兲

ˆ =

冉 冊

= ␤Q␣␤ + ␤ 共␣u␤ + ␤u␣兲 +  −

册

2
␥u␥␦␣␤ ,
d
共83兲

with random stresses Q␣␤. These are Gaussian variables with
zero mean and a covariance matrix that can be calculated
from the analogous result on the microscopic level, Eq. 共62兲:
具Q␣␤Q␥␦典 =

the physical system. For example, in coupling the LB fluid to
soft matter, like polymer chains, colloidal particles, or membranes, the length would be the size of the object. For flow in
complex geometries, it would be the channel width, while for
simulations of turbulent flow, it would be the Kolmogorov
length. This length scale, plus the desired spatial resolution,
fixes the lattice spacing b in absolute units. Choosing a suitable time step then automatically sets the speed of sound
cs = ĉsb / h, where ĉs is a dimensionless property of the LB
model; for example, in the D2Q9 and D3Q19 models ĉs
= 冑1 / 3. Typically, the sound speed will be unrealistically
small for a dense liquid; however, this is not crucial since the
LB method only runs in flow regimes where density fluctuations are negligible.
Once the length and time scales have been set, we can
match the shear and bulk viscosities to the molecular system.
Equations 共80兲 and 共81兲 suggest using b and h to compute
nondimensional viscosities from the reference values,

冋

The parameters ␥s and ␥b are then set by ˆ and ˆ :

冉 冊 册

2m pcs2
2
共␦␣␥␦␤␦ + ␦␣␦␦␤␥兲 +  −
␦␣␤␦␥␦ .
b dh
d
共84兲

This is the discrete analog of the covariance matrix of the
fluctuating stresses given by Landau and Lifshitz 关5兴. The
delta functions in space and time that appear in the continuum theory are here converted into factors b−d and h−1.
Thus the stress fluctuations depend on the discretization of
space and time. Equation 共84兲 can be made consistent with
the amplitude of fluctuating stresses in Ref. 关5兴 by choosing
kBT = m pcs2 .

共85兲

This is exactly the relation expected from the equation of
state of an isothermal, ideal gas. In other words, our results
are simultaneously consistent with macroscopic thermodynamics and fluctuating hydrodynamics.
VI. CHOICE OF PARAMETERS

The fluctuating LB model has been used to simulate a
range of soft-matter physics, such as colloidal suspensions
关6兴 and polymer solutions 关33,34兴. In such cases it is necessary to match the LB parameters to the mass density, temperature, and viscosity of the molecular system. In addition
there are two parameters that control the accuracy of the LB
simulation without affecting the physics being simulated;
namely the grid spacing, b, and the time step, h. The grid
spacing must be related to the characteristic length scale of

␥s =

2ˆ − 1
,
2ˆ + 1

共88兲

␥b =

dˆ − 1
.
dˆ + 1

共89兲

Small time steps therefore imply that the LB simulation is
run in the over-relaxation regime. The relaxation rates of the
kinetic modes can be chosen for convenience 共␥k = 0兲 or to
improve the accuracy of the boundary conditions 关26,28兴.
The remaining LB parameter is the particle mass, m p,
which must be fixed, for a given b and h, so that the fluctuations in the LB fluid are consistent with the temperature, Eq.
共85兲. The parameter  = m p / bd determines the variance in the
fluctuations 关Eq. 共32兲兴,

=

kBTh2
ĉs2bd+2

,

共90兲

from which we see that too fine a grid or too large a time step
will cause an unacceptably high noise level. A stable simulation will require that the time step scales as h ⬀ bd/2+1 or
b5/2 in three dimensions, which is slightly more stringent
than the usual diffusive scaling, h ⬀ b2.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

For models of the D3Q19 type, our analysis has shown
that a fluctuating LB equation can be developed from statistical mechanical considerations. We have shown that the
fluctuations are governed by the degree of coarse graining,
and that the relevant parameter is the mass of the LB particle,
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m p, which, for a given temperature, is determined by the
discretization of space, b, and time, h. The temperature appearing in the equation of state is identical to that which
controls the fluctuations, as it should be.
The beauty of the present approach is that one only needs
to take care that the statistical properties are correct at the LB
level. The correct fluctuation-dissipation theorem at the
Navier-Stokes level is then an automatic consequence of the
microscopic physics. We have introduced the principle of
detailed balance into the LB model, which is the microscopic
counterpart of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem used in
previous work 关7,9,10兴. We have demonstrated that all nonconserved modes must be thermalized 关10兴 in order to satisfy
detailed balance; early implementations of the fluctuating LB
model 关7,9兴 did not preserve detailed balance. On the other
hand, all these methods have been shown to be correct in the
hydrodynamic limit. Only the stress fluctuations survive to
long times, and fluctuations in the kinetic modes become
asymptotically irrelevant. Nevertheless, practical simulations
rarely probe the asymptotic limit, and then a procedure
which is statistically correct on all length scales is clearly
preferable.

Ŝ共兵i其,兵k j其兲 = S共兵i其兲 + i 兺 k j
j

冉兺

冊

i␣ij − q j .

i

共A3兲

共0兲
Now, let 共0兲
i , k j denote the saddle point of Ŝ, which can be
found by solving the system of equations:

 Ŝ
S
=0⇔
+ i 兺 k j␣ij = 0,
i
i
j

共A4兲

 Ŝ
= 0 ⇔ 兺 i␣ij − q j = 0.
kj
i

共A5兲

The solution 共0兲
i satisfies the constraints in Eq. 共A1兲 and is
identical to the one obtained by maximizing S, taking into
account the constraints via Lagrange multipliers, ik j.
The second-order Taylor expansion of Ŝ around the saddle
point is
共0兲
Ŝ共兵i其,兵k j其兲 = Ŝ共兵共0兲
i 其,兵k j 其兲 + 兺 ␤il␦i␦l + i 兺 ␣ij␦i␦k j ,
ij

il

共A6兲
where we have introduced the abbreviations
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APPENDIX: CONSTRAINED DISTRIBUTIONS

Let us consider a constrained probability distribution
P共兵i其兲 of the following general form:
P共兵i其兲 ⬀ exp关S共兵i其兲兴 兿 ␦共 兺 i␣ij − q j兲,
j

冕

P共兵␦i其兲 ⬀

兵共0兲
其
i

共A7兲

,

␦i = i − 共0兲
i ,

共A8兲

␦k j = k j − k共0兲
j .

共A9兲

冋兿 冕
j

i

冉

d共␦k j兲exp i␦k j 兺 ␣ij␦i

冉兺 ␤ ␦ ␦ 冊

⫻exp

il

i

冊册

i l .

共A10兲

il

Reintroducing delta functions, we obtain the final result

冉 兺 ␤ ␦ ␦ 冊 兿 ␦冉 兺 ␣ ␦ 冊

P共兵␦i其兲 ⬀ exp

il

il

dk j兲exp关Ŝ共兵i其,兵k j其兲兴,

冏

The probability distribution for ␦i is then approximately
Gaussian.
The expansion of Ŝ is now inserted into Eq. 共A2兲. Ignoring the constant term, which can be absorbed in the normalization of P, and transforming to the new variables ␦k j, we
find

共A1兲

where S is a function of 兵i其, and ␣ij and q j are constants.
The constraints can be eliminated by making use of the Fourier representation of the delta function, ␦共x兲
= 共2兲−1兰exp共ikx兲dk:
P共兵i其兲 ⬀ 共 兿

冏

1  2S
2 i  l

␤il =

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

i l

ij

j

i . 共A11兲

i

共A2兲

Assuming the coefficients ␤ij form a negative-definite matrix
共otherwise the Gaussian approximation would not make
sense兲, the saddle point is a maximum in P.
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